QADRO
freestanding

A step into our new
definition of space

A modular and freestanding
space system

A versatile frame around the screen

A very simple inspiration

ICF presents Qadro Freestanding, a brand new idea for meeting the challenges
posed by the new way of working and creating a new perspective inspired by a
completely unusual focus: the monitor and its surroundings.

The frame, a basic unit which, by multiplying itself, creates a complex and multifaceted image that is continuously changing. Starting from this concept, Quadro
Freestanding presents itself as a simple monitor-base that is evolved,
developed, and diversified to characterise all the surrounding space.

Re-modulate the space

Display oriented

Qadro Freestanding is an adjustable base element that enables users to create
and re-modulate the space to suit the variety of activities it needs to be capable
of hosting.

It’s easy: all the elements can be assembled on wheels so they can be used to create a
variety of furnishing solutions, even when used on their own.
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A fluid interpretation of the office
Qadro Freestanding can be used starting simply with the monitor base, set
alongside other single elements, or as a system, in such a way as to create an
entire working area within a professional space. This way it can be used in a
fluid, flexible way: the perfect solution for a constantly changing way of working.

Flexibility of Qadro
Training

Workshop

Meeting
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See how the flexibility of Qadro Freestanding allows
you to transform a single space into several different
work areas: meeting rooms of various sizes, video
conferencing spaces, training areas, multi-purpose
recreational spaces.

The Idea
The screen is the new linchpin of the office environment, because it is precisely around
it that the new working rhythms flow: meetings, international calls, brainstorming
sessions, educational initiatives, staff training, operational meetings, time-outs...
And this is where Qadro Freestanding comes in.

Fine materials and exquisite finishes

Many variations

Qadro Freestanding is not only characterised by a high level of practicality and a
flexibility that is easy to achieve. Above all, it is a furnishing element of excellent
quality, created with fine materials and exquisite finishes. The frame,
shelves and stand of the containers are made of aluminium, available in different
finishes, to which elements in fenix or crystal can be added, depending on the module
to be created.

By simply enlarging the base to suit the requirements, the user can create a wall
system, or a vase-holder partition that conveys a “green” effect, or incorporate a desk
to obtain a space for tasks requiring concentration. Another alternative is to combine
different elements to define an entire professional space that does not remain static,
but can be continuously modified to cater for ever changing requirements.
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Change the space
The traditional concept of work and the consolidated company structures have given
way to much faster, more streamlined working methods, in which standardised roles are
often replaced by agile and interchangeable work groups that collaborate on a certain
project, but then reform to incorporate new skills in line with the tasks to be performed.
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